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'\bstract 

Using the scintillation counter method me11surement Is m11de of th e values , 
11verage with respect to two st11 tes o f the hyper/lne struc ture , of the 8;, attsy
metry coeU/clents of (p.-e)-deCIIY e lectrons In mesic atoms of sliver, red 11nrf 
black phosphorus, 11nd oft the 1//e time ol muons In theae modifications o f 
phosphorus. The qualities a0 fo r red (lnsuilltor ) anrf bl11ck (conduc tor) phospho
rus directly lndlc11te that the time of the relllxlttlon of meson spins In mealc 
atoms decre11ses owing to the presence of conduc tivity 11/ectrons . ()t the bltsls 

o l ~ and r are found the n 
1 

11nd "o level popul11tfons In the s t11te1t F~ l11nd 
p ..,f) In phosphorus as well as the A 1 11nd A 0 ptobltbllftfe8 ol the Cltpture ol 

meson~ by the nucleus In these s tates. The values found directl y Indica te that 
A,/= A 0 (weak Interaction Is spin-d ependent) and .\0 > .\ 1 ( the capture 

from the s late F=O occu\\ more rapidi[ than from the ,, tate F ... l ), The lower 
limit o f the ma4nltude __ ,. ~~- obtained Ia direct evidence In fa-

A !A1+ i Ao 
vour of the ( 4 -x V ) -Interaction. 

Introduction 

It was :nentlone:l In ref/11 that the measurement of the probability of the capture of :nuons by nuclei In 

two states of the hyperflne structure can furnish Information on the spin dependence of weak Interaction In 

the process IJ- +p .. n +v . The i1ea o! the proposition reduces to this: If probability of the capture In 

two states Is different, the ti:ne dependence o! the nurr.ber o! electrons In the ( p. -e) -decay in isolated mesic 

ato'!ls Is not described by a simple exponent and the logarythm of the decay curve must have a positive cur

vature. Yet an experimental check of the theory Is possible only for the production of mesic atoms In a ':ledi

um. The presence of a medlu:n can lead to rr.uon transition between hyperf!ne structure levels and consequen

tly to a more complex pattern. It was shewn in ref. 121 that th~ existence of the transitions and the spin de

pendence on the Interaction proves useful in the experlm~ntal investigation of the type of the interact ion. 

Thus, If the probability of the transition R is known the measurement of the sign and magnitude of the cur-

vature K of the logarythm of th~ :lecay curve unlquelv deterrr.lnes the type of the interaction. Yet the 

problem of determining the ~uantlty R is very complex/3-5/ and has not yet heen solved experi:nenlally/6/, 

Therefore no final conclusions can be drawn on the variant of Interaction If one has nothing to 'JO by but the> 

experimental data on the curvature K 161. 

From refs.f5,7/ it follows that unique conclusions on the type of Interaction can be drawn also by ~easur· 

lng the quantities n and n , the level populations in the state F - l an-i F - 0 , an-I 6.\ 
1 0 

, ~he :lifferer.ce 

• 
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of the probabilities of the capture of ~esons by the nucleus in these states. The convenient object for E'Y~ri

ment is phosphorus with nuclear spin / :: J . Phosphorus, i:viee1. :or>'1S several 'l!lotropic -nociifications. 

If it is taken into account that conductivity electrons have (J ki"ld of catalytic effect, rlccreasinq the lime of 

nuclear spin relaxation , rad (insulator) an1 black (condoctor) pho;:;phorus are of ~he qreatcc l i nteres: . It ,.,ay 

be expected that clue to the convers ion on con duct ion electrons/2,5, 71 the difference in the ·w~ntities ~ and 

/1
0 

for ~hese "1~·-Hficat:ons at the 1r.o"1ent •he nesons a: e capture:! by nuclei NiH be ;:;u[f'cient for the 1'1E'OSU• 

re'Jf'nt of their voluP:> nn-i 11-)e quanhtv JJA to be po:;sible. 

In the present po;ll'f I he 1U'ln~itics /1
1 

, i! 0 an1 .1 ~ ·.vere -leter-nine1 by ·1tecsurina the asy·n"let-

ry 'n !he electron rm (JU]or listribution of ( jl-~ ) -1ecay electron:; nnd li ietl~e o f /1 --~csons in ~e-1 and 

bL1ck phosphorus . 

Experiment 

a) ',1easurem<:'nt of 1\ sy:~netry in tie •\nCJvlar ::Jistribution of (/'- ~ ) -Decay E lectrons . 

1: the "!:~l!1o'l oEerc,i : .... re!/8/ is use I :or -nc:rsurin•J thP osy .. 1metry, ~he precession curve observe I in 

"X;:>f'r! Lent for suhstoncE'S ·:;ith nucler.Jr spin ./ t () ""ill be deler:ninei by the superposition of the curves of 

• the pre::::cssion of fi -::Psons dec-ayinq Iron both states of the hyperfine structure. Consequently, the 'JUan

tHy of the d;. osyrn-nctry c-oefficient in the electron anqulm distribution 1'-t- ac>t75 5' inteq.rate--! over ener

IY •:;ill !-:e one aver<~'}e over twD :>''Jte;;. The trnnsi •:c~.s w:ll '-le evi1enceJ in that tZ. will depen l on 

1i·,e'5,5l. The rek:tlve :r.e'lsl:re:r.en!s '9,10.' ci the d, -:sy:-r:··1etry coe:ficients averoqe.i over the entirP spec

ru·r: for ;;ubstances wi'h .f.:O show thl"lt CZo 1oe.s r.o\ -!epen l on t!rr:e and the atorr.ic nu':lber ~ . If t7;, 

·lo0s no\ )epcrd on ;t the !eve] populntlons r: :f and r = 0 .Q.l the moment the ~esonS are captureJ 

by phosphorus nuclei cnn be assessee! throuqh comparing the quantities ii 0 for silver and phosphorus. Indeed, in 

,;tl•1er ~esic ato'"!ls hov!ng /-= X and nucleor r1agnetic -nomen! _//N<O , the transitions will occur fro"l 

•t:e state f = 0 to the state ;: ~ I . ')!nee :nesons are depolarized in the state ;=;, 0 , an:i the spin •iirec

tion 'lingers' in the slate r= 1 . the presence of transitions will not affect the quantity ti: : ~ will 

be constant in tir:1e and equal to tf.e, =j tt. / l l / . In the case o f phosphor~s mesic atoms, having /= £. 
and_;'IN>o the s tate ;: :::0 is the lowest and the existence o f transitions will lead to a decrease of t2.o 

with tit~e - A.t the initial •'loment t ::o t[. =d8; -:::: d 6 for phosphorus. Then the average effective ( for 

the ti-ne interval ~ro:-1 0 to t ) level populations lj an~,i" can be found from the following relation if It is 

taken into account thnt ~ ~ ;;0 -= :1 
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Ill 
where ~ and d~ are the quantities ~ for phosphorous and s!lver respectively measured for the 

ti:ne from 0 to t and a and Q6 are the asymmetry coefficients in the states r= :( and /~o depend

inq on the nucleus spin alone/ll/ . Sulphur and cad:nium c'ln be used out of the substances with ./::: d and 

,l close to ,( of phosphorus anrl silver to check that ~ does not rlepend on~ . Indeed, tZ:. should 

not 1epenrl on JC , according to the theoretical predictions made in ref.ll2/ for .$ ~/:f"when the absolute 

quantities of the quantum yields of K- and ,i'-- series in mesic atoms are constant/13/ and the effect of the 

Auger transitions is insignificant. The quantities de and ti; can be found by measuring the number of 

electrons ~.eK and NmrH for two values of the strength of the magnetic field ~~~ (which contains the 

tan;;et/14/). corresponding to the calculation by the formula. • 

7 Jfn7t/ 
e.,t/ / 

where t, , is the 1elay til'!'le, .£1/ the width of the 'gate' and T the precession period of a 'free' meson 

spin (sulphur, cadmiJ m ) or a rr.esic nuclear spin (phosphorus, sliver). 

The experimental conditions and set-up are the same as in the investigations published before/ 9, l4! 

Fig. I represents the block diagram of the set-up. The neqatlveft -:nesons st()l'ped in target 6 were detect-

ed by circuit 10 of anticoincidences l ~2-3. The pulses fro'TI scheme 10 stopped for 0.1 mcsec opened passage 

circuit ('qate') 12 for 1.2 mcsec. Through the 'gate' passed the pulses from the v-e) -decay electrons 

from circuit 11 of coincidences 4-+5 to be detected by a recalculation device. The targets were IS "- 15 em; 

and 8 gr/cM2 thick. In the experiments with s ulphur and phosphorus paraffin filter 9 between counters 4 and" 

5 was 7 qr/cm2 thick. In the experiments with s ilver and cadmium paraffin filter 9 was replaced by a n a lumi

nium one, also 7 gr/cm2thlck. Owing to the use of the aluminium filter the efficiency of the detection of 

/-rays of energy less than 10 ~vleV emitted from the target as a result of meson absorption was made less than 

w-3. The thickness of the targets and paraffin filter was considerable for the asymmetry to be measured at 

the en-! of the electron decay spectrum where asym'lletry coefficient proves to be larger than the coefficient~ 

The quantities 3 :b obtained are given m the third column of table 1. 
Alhfe:. 
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Table I 

Substance '\1 uclear <;pin f -·ff:"Y -
----- dl#!! _ _ 

Car!niU'n 0 1.10 t 0.01 

Silver Y, LOS t 0.01 

Sulphur 0 l.LO t 0.01 

Phosphorus (re1) Y, 1.04 i 0.01 

Phosphorus (black) v, 1.00 1 0.01 

-------- " · -----

The corrections were in!roduced for the delay tlrr.e, !he ·nHth of the qate, !" the lifetime of mesons and 

the solid angle of the electron clctector. For the corrections takiniJ accoun! of the lecuy and capture of :nesas 

use was .node of the value!' r for red an :I black phosphorus obtained in the present poper (see below ) and 

fer sulphur, C:'!i::'llu:n an :I silver those ob~aine-:1 in ref. /IS~ The errors indicated are standard statistical devi-

at: ens. 

b) \1easurinQ the Llfeti-ne of jl -!,1osons in Phosphorus. _ 

'.'/hen the conventional method is used for measuring tho lifetime, the/ -meson decay curve observed in 

phosphorus is determined by tho superimpos ition of the decay curves of~ -mesons decaying from two states 

of the hyperflne structure. Then the '1\easured quantity of the s u:n <" = 2 r4·~· (here PL.' is a number of 
cJ xn~: 

electrons at the mo:nent i 4-· ) is averaged over the states r"-= f and .F.=o , since it can readily be shown 

that S:: If; S, .,. if- So (see appendix 1 ). It is evident that the values of the population of the levels /i 
anr! ii# are known for re1 and black phosphorous, the measurenen! of the quantities S determines S, 
and So uniquely, and hence t; and ro 1 the lifell:nes of/ -mesons in the states /":: f and /': o , 
The block dla'Jram of the experinenta1 set-up used in these experi'llents is represented in Fig. l . ~daqneti:zing 

coil 7 was used for compensating the scattering :naqnetic field of a synchrocyclotron. The electron equip

'Tient worked in the following manner. The pulses from circuit 10 of anticoinc1dences 1-t· 2 - 3 started up trig

ger 13 which produced positive rectangular stable pulses of 5 microsec. Passage circuit ('gate') 14 was also 

opened for 5 rr.icrosec. Through the gate possed the pulses from circuit 11 of coincidences 4-1- 5. Stopped in 

12 for 0.2 mcsec., these pulses triggered pulse-forming device 16. Delay device 12 •Nos introduced for detect

ing the zero tirr.e between the pulses on the screen of analyser 18. The pulses intended for trigge;ing conver

ter 17 came to its first entrance from circuit 16 and to the second one frorr. rulse-forming device I 5 started up 

by the trailing front of a pulse from trigger 13. At the conver!er exit the pulses the amplitude of which is pro

portional to the interval of time between two pulses entering its entrances were analyzed with a 128-canal 

amplitude AMA-3C analyzer 18 /16/. The linearity of the equiprr.ent was checked by a set of delay cables 
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PK3-401 ·Aflth a delay of 0.52 rr.icrosec. The identity of the delay was checked by the resonance method ac

curately within 0.5%. F'ig. 2 represents the dependence of the canal number /1 of the analyser on the delay 

f of the second pulse in the coverter with respect to the firs one. It is clear from F'ig. 2 that nonlinearity 

did not exceed orte per cent. The stability of the calibration of the equipment for IS hours of work was better 

than 1 per cent. F'ordeter-nining the zero canal of the analyser scintillation counters 1,2,3,4,5 were situated 

alonq the 'axis ' of a meson beam, with the anticoincidence canals switched off. 

All conditions of the experiments with red and black phosphorus were Identical. In the case of black phos· 

phorus (red phosphorus) the number of electrons registered In the interval of time from 0 to 2.4 microsec 

which corresponded to 80 analyser canals was equal to 19272 (12088). The time Interval from 2.4 to 3.3 micro

sec was used for calculating the background. At the moment I : 0 the relation between the number of pulses 

from electrons and that fro:n the background was equal to 23. The number of the gate openings amounted to 

600 1/sec. , l.o., 6 for one pulse of the accelerator. 

ror calculating the quantities 5 the pulses were summated for 4 canals, i.e., for the time interval 0.127 

mlcrosec. The measured values of S were found to be as follows: 

s8 :: (0.540 -! 0.007) nicrosec for black phosphorus and 

52 :::(0.590~ 0.012) :nicrosec for red phosphorus. The errors llsted are standard statistical deviations. 

Otscusston or the Results Obtained 

It is clear from table l that the quantities J for sulphur ond cadmium proved to be identical within sta

tistical errors . The values of Oo obtained with the aid of ! coincide, within experimental errors, with the 

values Clo obtained in ref/91. The values ti, found through the quantities J proved also to be equal for 

s ilver and red phosphorus in the present paper and on the basis of measurement of a larger number of points 

on the precession curve for red phosphorus in re£.1171. In the experiments with black ph~sphorus no dependen

ce of the count rate of electrons on the current in the magnetic coli was detected. The maximum asymmetry of 

electrons observed in these experiments with silver and red phosphorus , with the frequency of a spin preces

sion of the mesic nucleus being one half of that of a free _IT -meson, once again/17 I directly points to the 

fact that the spin of a negative ,,T -meson is equal to one half. 

The constancy of the quantities £4 measured for sulphur and cadmium Is In accordance with the theoretical 

predictions made in ref. 1121. Consequently, it is possible to find, usinq the quanti ties f for silver and 

phosphorus, the average effective values ff, and ~ of the level population ;:-::: :f and r = 0 in two 

modif!ca•tons 1f use is "!lade of the relation (1): 
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H+.5 
n 1111 .L - .L A/-7 where a? anl wa arC' c1ual respectively to J M.,., and .J p~~ . Tl-te time interval 0 to 

1.3 :rJcrosec (which corresponds to •v:o l:fe!i·"1es r of red phosphorus/ IS/ ) was used for n easuring aS¥'"1· 

netry. The values ti; ani k; in this ti"l!e interval ;:>rover! to be as follows: /1: = C? and l'i.=.t' for 

- _L - .~- - -
black phosphorus an:! ~ = :r ani ~ = ~ for rei phosphorus. The quantities h, and Q., favour 

the view that 1 he probabi!Jties of the transition o!JV-r.1esons between the hyperfine structure levels in mesic 

atoms of the two :-10rlificattons are essentially different. This fact is direct evidence that the time of the re

laxation of meson spin in mesic atoms decreases owinq to conduction electrons/2,5, 7/. 

Let us now turn to the measurements of the 1uantitles .f for black and red phosphorus . The measure

-nent of .s' was carrie-! out in the time interval 0 to 2.4 11icrosec ( which corresponds to '4[ ' for red phosphor· 

us) . If the fact that the number of {)'"- e ) -decay electrons appearing in the Intervals 2 r and 4 C are 

approximately the same, the expressions .f for the two modifications can be written in the following way 

St -= H,z J; -t- ~t. So 

Sc = ;i;e S, ..,.. nn~ .f" 
(2) 

If the quantities S, anrl J". are found from these relations, it is possible, using the tables of coef

ficients given in ref. 11 8~ to obtain '!; ani Co , the lifetimes of ./' --nesons in the states /": -z' and 

/".::: o , and conse 1uently A, an-I /o , the probabilities of the capture of nesons by the nucleus from 

these states. 

The quantity J/ •1easured in the present paper proved to be less than the quantity St . The difference 

between theon is quite appreciable, exceeding as it does three standard deviations . These fact , as •.vel! as the 
- -

values 17, and do for red and black phosphorus as they follow from the relation (2), :lirectly testify that 

.-/,;t-Ao (weak interaction depends or. spin) and .,/o>d~ (capture from the state /" = t:J 

rapidly than from the state /""= / ). 0n the basis of the Measlired quantities S't' anJ ff~ 
occurs more 

definite con-

elusions can be Jrawn on the variant of wea~ interaction in the process /--f ,P ?> /?+ Y if the lower 
..d/1 .,1, - A6 

!~it of the_quantity A = A.A, + :L_,t6 is found. The latter can be obtained fro:n eq. (2) for the values 
n . n _v ~ - -
, / , anw ' C equal to ~ = X and P. = ~ for red phosphorus and /t:: 0 and ~ ..::: 1 for black phos-

phorus (see appendix II) • The wanted quantities for the present case proved to be as follows 

s1 = (0.6! '! 0.016). 10-6 sec, '5. :: (0.54 -t0.007). 10-6sec, 

upper limit ./If -=: ~ 4 _,/dec =. (1.42 ± 0.035). 10 ° sec-1, 
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lower limit A. :: Ao -f' .J it:--: (I. 72 -:t 0.022).106 sec·1, 

lower limit ( ~) e,IY :::. - 0 .29 ~ 0.04. 

The value of the meson decay probability ,4' decay was taken to be 4.505.10 5 sec-1• The errors liste1 

arc statistical. .It 
.1.-l , ~ 

rtq. 3 represen•s (for hydrogen) the dependence A on the quantity ...1' = 6;.11' calculate--1 for the 

interaction type A+.K J/+P (with allowing for the weak magnetism effect) on the basis of the formulas 

qiven !n rcf/7/. In the case of the capture of mesons by the phosphorus nucleus the quanttty ::A woo 
I 

calculated in a similar way for ..(= - 1.21 on the basis of the Schmidt model as well as the Meyer-Yensen 

model in ref/5/. The calculated quantities ~A proved to be equal to -0.25 and -0.45 respectively. If 

comparison is made between these values and that given in flq .3 it can be claimed that the quantity # 
for pho3phorus is l/1 5 and 1/9 that for hydrogen. From Fig. 3 it follows that the quantity ( :J2d .~ obtained 

I A /t,w-
ta<en with allowances for double statistical error, indicates that all values .¥ > 0 ( Sch::-tidt 'Tiodel ) and the 

-'J' / ~ values A 0 in the Interval 0 .c x' .c 5 ( Meyer-Yensen 'Tiodel) are excluded, since a t .% -;. cP ;,-.n.5. 

Thus if we take into consideration that /x' I ::: 1.25 for the,/ -decay it can be concluded that the results of 

the oresent experiments are direct evidence in favour of the ( 1\ - x V ) -interaction. Using the average effective 

values .-?, and d. and the values S the quantity -;!- can be obtained for phosphorus. The compari-

son of this quantity with the theoretical predictions/3,5, 19/ :nakes it possible to obtain information on the 

probability of the absorption of :nesons by the protons of the different nuclear shells. It wcs impassible, ho•.v

ever, to draw this comparison, since the erro~ ln the qu~nt!ty _:;.J proved to be very large as a resul t of con

sUerable indefiniteness in the quantities .t7, and /?o obtained by the method used in the present paper. 

In ("'Onclusion the authors express their gratitude to D.Chultem for the aid rendered in this investigation. 

Appendix I 

_ LN.!~.. .S: _ .2 n/te: 
I. It will be shown that S :::- rl, S, + " • "o-· Let the sums S, =~and o -~ No 

~ - r;. 
calculated in the ti:ne interval from 0 to t , correspond to the exponents C - if and e . Let us 

introduce the notations JY, + ~ ::: N, .;j-~'ll and f!: 1'- tl 

After andinq the SU'llS s, and S11 We obtain 

J(h/1'~· 11/lc · 
N 

where ~- -=-11/nr/ desiqnates the total nu"lber of decays at the mo"lent It· . Obviously, the quantities t?' 

andfa cue e1ual to the level pepulations h; and liD respectively when Z: and [""., do not 

differ strongly. 
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II. The expressions S fer the !wo phosphorus "Tiodificaticns are of the for"TI 

~s, r ( t - atJS. = Sr 

tl..c-S,...,. ( t - tl~J~ = Si"" 

Jf- .r!"-
The difference J; - So is equal to .f-J. :: a,-4';· !::lerivatives of the difference J;- So over ~ anci ~ 

wlll equal respectively 

f) [ S, - J't,) 
I")~ -

'?( S,-So} 

?~. 

Sr - _5!;-

1~- o~;L 

S'.r- SF 
(a:, -~.(, 

Fro'11 these express ions it follows that the quantity J; - .fo decreases when tl, Increases and 4'6 
,..., ~ -

decreases . Obviously, the value of S, - So will be the smallest when 4-n,.~ y and e:r_- l?,e =: 0 . 

If one takes into account that I S,. - S.,(- I d,.- d./the value of / /[, - ./1.
0 

j will also be 

the lowest at /i,; ~ and If;_: 0 . 
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Block diagrom of the set-up. 

1,2,3,4 and 5- scintillation counters, 6 -tarqet, 7 -maqnetlzlnq coil, 

8 -copper filters, 9 -paraffin filter, 10 -anticoincidence circuit, 11-

coincldence circuit, 12 -delay device, 13 -gate interval trigger, 14-pas

saqe circuit (gate) , IS and 16- forminq devices, 17-convertor and 18--am

plitude anal)'1:er. 
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Dependence of the number of the analyzer channel /7 on 

the delay t of the second pulse with respect to tho first one !n 

the convertor. 
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